Real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of TlInS2 single crystals in the spectral range from 1 to 5 eV were determined within a temperature range of 133-293 K from spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. The energies of interband transitions (critical points) for TlInS2 were obtained from the second derivatives of the dielectric function. Temperature dependent features observed in the temperature range of the structural phase transition (190-220 K) and at lower temperatures are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Layered semiconductors are interesting objects for research due to their characteristics resulting from the quasi-two-dimensionality and structural anisotropy which are important for applications, in particular, in optoelectronics and sensorics. This class of materials includes A III B III C VI chalcogenides (A  Tl, B  In, Ga, C  S, Se), among them TlInS2 being of special interest, possessing not only semiconducting, but also ferroelectric properties in a certain temperature range [1, 2] . It should be mentioned that in TlInS2 crystals a series of successive phase transitions (PTs) involving an incommensurate phase in the temperature range of 190-220 K are observed. A phenomenological approach applied for the description of the phase transitions in TlInS2 enabled qualitative agreement with the experimental dependence of thermodynamical functions on temperature to be obtained [3] [4] [5] . For these materials extensive temperature studies of acoustic [6] , electrical [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , and optical [13] [14] [15] [16] properties were carried out while ellipsometric studies of A III B III C VI (A  Tl, B  (In, Ga), C  (S, Se)) chalcogenides were subject of several publications [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
In particular, an analysis of the second derivative spectra of the dielectric function for TlGaS2xSe2 (1-x) [17] , TlGaxIn1-xS2 [18] , and TlGaxIn1-xSe2 [19] solid solutions was performed. Note that for TlInS2xSe2(1-x) the analysis was carried out only for set of compositions (x  0.25, 0.5, and 0.75) at room temperature [20] . Recently study of dielectric functions and interband critical points of TlIn(S1−xSex)2 (x  0.05, 0.08, 0.25) solid solution crystals were performed within a temperature interval 140-293 K [21] . Interband transitions for TlGaSe2 [22, 23] , TlGaS2 [23, 24] , TlInSe2 [25] , and TlInS2 [24, 27] were determined. Ellipsometric measurements in the photon energy range 1.5-4.2 eV were performed for TlInS2 in the temperature interval of 100-400 K [26] ; however, the behaviour of the real and imaginary parts of the TlInS2 dielectric function was analysed in detail only within the energy range of 2-2.7 eV, i.e. in the range of direct and indirect transitions. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the exciton transition energy was analysed [26] . To our knowledge, in the literature available no analysis of the TlInS2 dielectric function second derivative spectra, neither its amplitude A, critical point energy Ecp, broadening parameter Γ, and phase angle  were reported for various temperatures, including the phase transition range.
In this study, we present the temperature dependence of the dielectric function spectra of TlInS2 from 133 to 293 K in the photon energy range of 1-5 eV. The critical points (CPs) for interband optical transitions were obtained from the dielectric function. From the temperature behaviour of the dielectric function and the CPs, we discuss the effect of structural phase transitions in the 190-220 K region on the electronic band structure of TlInS2.
EXPERIMENTAL
TlInS2 single crystals were grown by the Bridgman technique [27] . Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were carried out using a Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer J.A. from Woollam Co., Inc. The angle of the incident light beam was adjusted to 70. The measurements were performed on the layer-plane (001) crystal surfaces perpendicular to the optical axis c. The real (1) and imaginary (2) parts of the effective dielectric function of the TlInS2 single crystals were obtained in the spectral range from 1 to 5 eV. The temperature dependent measurements of 1 and 2 were performed in the temperature range of 133-293 K using a THMS600 Linkam stage. The measurements were performed at atmospheric pressure. At low temperatures the samples were subjected to nitrogen flow in order to avoid water condensation on the surface.
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The spectral dependence of 1 and 2 built based on the ellipsometric measurements exhibit several features related to interband transition critical points. Their energies were determined by analysing the calculated second energy derivatives of the effective dielectric functions obtained from the spectroscopic ellipsometry data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TlInS2 crystals possessing a monoclinic layered structure are optically biaxial. However, its biaxiality at room temperature is very small according to conoscopic interference pattern data. As follows from the study of the temperature dependence of the orientation of the optical axes plane and the angle between the optical axes in TlInS2, this crystal can be regarded as an uniaxial material with the optical axis c normal to the layer plane.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry enables one to measure the change in the polarization state undergone by the incident linearly polarized light after reflection from a surface. This change is characterised by the ratio of the complex reflection coefficients corresponding to the polarization within (rp) and normal to (rs) the plane of incidence. The measurements are described by the ellipsometric angles ψ and Δ as functions of the photon energy. Construction of a physical model for the reflection coefficients rp and rs enables several parameters to be determined by fitting the spectra calculated using Eq. (1) to the experimental measurement data [28] :
The dielectric functions of crystals, thin films, and their materials are obtained using different theoretical optical models. A simple ambient-substrate optical model was used to determine the dielectric function of bulk flat crystals expressed as [27]     
where  is the angle of incidence.
The spectral dependence of the dielectric function of TlInS2 at temperatures being reduced from 293 K down to 133 K are shown in Fig. 1 . As can be seen from the figure, with decreasing temperature the spectra shift towards higher energies in agreement with the data of Ref. [26] . Note that a detailed analysis of the real and imaginary parts of the TlInS2 dielectric function in the energy range of 2-2.7 eV, i.e. in the range of direct and indirect transitions was carried out in Ref. [26] , therefore we will concentrate our discussion mostly beyond this spectral interval.
However, the 2 values for photon energies below 2.4 eV are nearly 2 and it may seem rather strange. One should mention that earlier ellipsometry studies of TlInS2 reported by other authors [23, 26] show controversial data with regard to the 2 values below 2.4 eV.
While the authors of Ref. [26] report much lower ε2 close to zero for this spectral range, the value shown in Ref. [23] is practically the same as ours. Moreover, similar ε2 values (close to 2 and even higher) were reported as well for other materials of TlInS2 type [20, 23] . The origin of this below-bandgap feature is not clear yet. Similarly to the data reported for other selenoindates [29, 30] , the authors of Ref. 23 relate this feature to the absorption tails resulting from intrinsic contributions and deviations from stoichiometry which could appear during the crystal growth process. Detailed information about the energies of the interband transitions (critical points) for TlInS2 can be obtained from the analysis of the dielectric constant as a function of energy. The critical point analysis can be performed using the second derivative spectra of the dielectric function. The corresponding theoretical expression is given by [28, 31] :
where E is energy, A is the amplitude, Ecp is the critical point energy, Γ is the broadening parameter,  is the phase angle, and m is related to the dimensions of wave vectors taking part in the optical transitions. Each critical point is classified into one, two, and three dimensions according to the dimensions of the wave vectors participating in the optical transition, and the actual m values are equal to -1/2, 0, and +1/2 for one-, two-, and three-dimensional cases, respectively [28] . Furthermore, when an optical transition exhibits excitonic behaviour, m  − 1 [28] . Second derivative spectra of the dielectric constant in the energy range 2.5-5 eV for the temperatures T=293 K and T=133 K obtained from those shown in Fig. 1 using Savitzky-Golay filtering are shown in Fig. 2 . As can be seen from the figure, the calculated dependence agree with the experimental data. The calculations were performed using a model with 4 CPs, i.e. interband transitions with energies Ec1 = (3.24 ± 0.01) eV, Ec2 = (3.33 ± 0.01) eV, Ec3 = (3.59 ± 0.01) eV, and Ec4 = (4.52 ± 0.05) eV. These second derivative spectra of the dielectric function were analysed in the temperature range 133-293 K. The corresponding amplitude A, critical point energy Ecp, broadening Γ, and phase angle φ parameters were determined, their temperature dependence is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 .
The temperature dependences of the amplitude A and broadening Γ parameters are shown in Fig. 3 . As can be seen from the figure, with a temperature decrease from 293 to 223 K the parameter values remain practically the same. With cooling from 223 down to 133 K the A1 parameter increases from 0.01 to 0.03 and A3 from 0.20 to 0.46 while A2 decreases from 3.10 to 1.83 and A4 decreases from 0.23 to 0.17. A variation of the broadening parameter Γ is also observed in the phase transition range below 223 K, namely with the temperature decrease down to 133 K Γ2 and Γ4 decrease from 0.49 and 0.33 to 0.40 and 0.29, respectively, while Γ1 and Γ3 increase from 0.08 and 0.17 to 0.11 and 0.19, respectively.
With the temperature decrease from 293 to 223 K the phase angle φ parameter gradually decreases; however, though practically for all CPs the temperature dependences reveal kinks at the phase transition temperature near 220 K, other features of the temperature behaviour are somewhat different for different critical points. Namely, the (T) dependence seems to have more features in the case of the first CP, though the data available are not sufficient to provide an unambiguous explanation for the features observed. Unfortunately, in the earlier ellipsometry studies for TlInS2 [23, 26] no data regarding the (T) dependence were published which at the moment makes the comparison of our results with those of other authors impossible. 
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The temperature behaviour of the critical point energies Ecp corresponding to interband transitions in TlInS2 was also analysed. At room temperature their values are as follows: Ec1  (3.24 ± 0.01) eV, Ec2  (3.33 ± 0.01) eV, Ec3  (3.59 ± 0.01) eV, and Ec4  (4.52 ± 0.05) eV. The Ec3 and Ec4 energy values are in agreement with earlier data of Ec3  3.50 eV and Ec4  4.50 eV [23] while Ec1 and Ec2 values were not reported. However, it is interesting to note that the compositional dependence of the transition energies determined from ellipsometric measurements performed for TlInS2xSe2(1-x) mixed crystals [20, 21] clearly reveals the presence of the two lower transition energies Ec1 and Ec2 for the solid solutions in a broad interval of x which can be extrapolated for TlInS2 as 2.8 and 3.15 eV, the second one being in fair agreement with our data.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the two higher transition energies Ec3 and Ec4 reveal only a slight monotonous red shift with cooling in the whole temperature range. Meanwhile, the two lower transition energies Ec1 and Ec2 do not undergo considerable changes upon a temperature decrease from 293 to 223 K, but decrease much more rapidly at cooling from 223 down to 133 K. Note that this red shift of Ec1 and Ec2 reveals a rather stepwise than a constant-rate temperature behaviour, the temperature positions of its features being in agreement between each other as well as with the temperature behaviour of the phase φ(T) for the lowest-energy critical point observed in Fig. 3 . It is worth mentioning that a noticeably similar stepwiselike behaviour was observed for the temperature dependence of the CP parameters in TlGaS2 [32] and TlGaTe2 [25] . It should be noted that the temperature dependence of important critical points in the band structure of semiconductors can be explained by taking into account thermal expansion and electron-phonon interaction. The bandgap variations for ferroelectric and dielectric systems are usually explained by the thermal expansion of the lattice, the renormalization of the band structure by electron-phonon interaction, and phase transitions [33] .
The situation can get even more complicated since in TlInS2 due to crystal imperfections (impurities, structural defects) the PT between the incommensurate and commensurate phases can be split in two close transitions at Tc1  204 K and Tc2  201 K. In accordance with this model, the anomaly at Ti2  206 K observed earlier [2] corresponds to the formation of a new incommensurate structure. The anomalous behaviour of (T) at 190-195 K is explained [5] by the coexistence of polar commensurate domains which appear at Tc1  204 K and Tc2  201 K, and the transitions at these temperatures correspond to incommensuratecommensurate phase transitions to improper and proper ferroelectric phases [5] . The PTs at Ti  216 K and Ti2  206 K are treated as transitions to an incommensurate phase of type I and II, respectively [5] .
It should be noted that in an earlier study of the temperature dependence of TlInS2 single crystal thermal expansion coefficient in the direction perpendicular to the layers [34] , an expected intense peak observed in the PT temperature range (190-200 K) is accompanied by distinct shoulders near 140 and 170 K. This correlates well with our present data reporting the anomalies in the temperature behaviour of TlInS2 physical properties below the known PT range.
We expect that anticipated calculations of the band structure of TlInS2 which, to our knowledge, have not been published yet, will provide additional information for the discussion of the data obtained in the present work.
CONCLUSIONS
The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of TlInS2 crystal were determined in the spectral range of 1-5 eV and in the temperature interval of 133-293 K from spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. The energies of interband transitions (critical points) of TlInS2 were obtained from the second derivative of the dielectric function real and imaginary parts. In the phase transition range, a variation of all the fitting parameters (amplitude A, critical point energy Ecp, broadening parameter Γ, and phase angle ) describing the second derivative spectra of the dielectric constant is observed.
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